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In 1985, Steven Spielberg brought Color Purple to cinemas. The film based on the novel of the same name by Alice Walker became a classic of cinema. The cast has been a mixture of relative newcomers and Hollywood veterans, all of whom have built their fame and fortune significantly over the past
three-plus decades. 'The Color Purple' Warner Brothers/Getty Images On the film Color Purple is the story of Celie Johnson, a cheerful woman who has experienced the heartache, betrayal and abuse of those closest to her. Despite what she went through, Celi remained compassionate, generous and
loyal to her loved ones. For the title role of Celia Spielberg patted Whoopi Goldberg, a relative neophyte. Danny Glover played Albert Johnson, better known as Mister, with Margaret Avery as his mistress, Shug Avery. Rounding out the cast was Oprah Winfrey as Sophia, a step-daughter Celia and a
friend. That's how the major players rank today when it comes to net worth. Margaret Avery's Margaret Avery in Colour Purple/Corbis via Getty Images Before joining the cast of Color Purple as Shug, Avery has been acting for years. She earned credits in films, including Which Way Up? and landed a
guest starring spots on the show as Sanford and Son. After the concert in The Color Purple Avery continued to appear in various television programs and constantly work in the cinema. Fans may remember her from The Welcome Home to Roscoe Jenkins, Meet the Browns, and Proud Mary, opposite
Taraji. Henson. With at least one upcoming project, Avery has the potential to add to her considerable fortune, which is estimated at $3 million. Danny Glover's Danny Glover's Color Purple (en) Mondadori via Getty Images By the time Glover appeared on screen as Mr. In The Color Purple, he was already
a Hollywood veteran with experience in blockbusters like Witness, along with Harrison Ford. Glover may be best known for the deadly weapons movie series with his stage partner Mel Gibson, but the star has more than 200 acting credits to his name. Lately, moviegoers may have noticed that Glover and
Avery have reunited in Proud Mary. He also appeared in Sorry For Bother You, Come Sunday, and Jumanji: The Next Level. With at least nine new projects on the horizon, it's no surprise that Glover continues to build his wealth. Glover's total estimated net worth is $40 million. Whoopi Goldberg Whoopi
Goldberg in Color Purple (en) Warner Brothers/Getty Images RELATED: That's why Michael Jackson was auditioning Whoopi Goldberg for Color Purple Many fans believe that Goldberg deserves to win an Oscar for her portrayal of Celi in color purple. However, she snagged an Oscar for her role in
Ghost. The stand-up comedian turned out to be boasts 180 credits for at least two projects in development. From the Sister Act to the Goldberg is a versatile star with loads of talent and EGOT to prove it. But one of Goldberg's most influential positions is not in entertainment, but in culture. Personality is
the host and moderator on the political and social topic of the talk show, Kind. With plenty of professional achievements in the rear and opportunities ahead, Goldberg has amassed about $60 million in wealth. Oprah Winfrey's Oprah Winfrey in Color Purple/Corbis via Getty Images Media mogul and
actress, Winfrey, tops her roles to date when it comes to net worth. The idol is estimated at a whopping $3.5 billion. The trained journalist became famous on her daytime talk show The Oprah Winfrey Show, which took place from 1986 to 2011. Since then, Winfrey has focused on building her media
empire, with her hands in network television, publishing and filmmaking, among other businesses. Miraculously, Winfrey has so far managed to carve out time over the years to score acting gigs, apart from her scene-stealing performance as Sofia in color purple. Fans can recognize Winfrey from Butler,
Selma Lee Daniels and Wrinkle in Time among other blockbusters. Hulu subscribers who want to relive the color purple or watch it for the first time can stream it now. Fans who don't subscribe to the streaming service can visit iTunes or Google Play to rent or purchase a movie. Follow Erika Delgado on
Twitter. Roger Davis Color Violet is associated with royalty, power and ambition. In the home, it has a positive effect on the mind and body, creating an uplifting energy, adding peace of mind to space, and promoting creativity and imagination. Best of all: The incredible versatility of the color means you can
adapt the shade to suit your space. Here we highlight some of our favorite rooms with purple paint, along with pointers from Benjamin Moore Color and design expert Andrea Magno on how to take down each look with a similar choice of paint. Advertising - Continue reading below the purple monochrome
In the shoes of designer Minna Parikka in Helskinki's home, her walk in the closet was designed with the same care as her shoes. The light purple walls match the ottoman and closet doors, with a cool hue to balance the pink carpet. Color Inspiration medium tone purple, purple poppy impregnated with a
rich shade of blue and purple still retains its subtle, refined character. Do it yourself: Benjamin Moore's purple poppy TC-14 Periwinkle Cabinetry In a more neutral room, adding a pop of color like this decadent periwinkle can completely decorate the space. For an easy kitchen upgrade, a great paint closet
job will only do the trick. This hydrangea-esq violet stands out as much as it mixes in for a thin, chic vibe. Color Inspiration ... a bold, rich color that enlivens spaces for those who want to illuminate their world Extraordinary color. Make it your own: Benjamin Moore Spring Purple 2070-40 Royal Purple
Vestibule For those who are afraid of committing to an all-purple number, incorporating just a touch of color into a smaller space is the perfect solution. Stephen Gambrell uses deep, royal purple in his lobby design, smashing the soft palettes of the surrounding rooms. Color Inspiration is intense, wild
purple that envelops the room, exotic purple is powerful and pulse racing, exuding cool confidence and style. Do it yourself: Benjamin Moore Exotic Violet 2071-10 Romantic Lavender In this East Hampton home, delicate lavender is used on the walls, serving as a neutral backdrop for vintage blue-and-
white porcelain ceramics. The deep purple sofa complements the walls without feeling overwhelmingly purple. Color Inspiration This soothing gray-purple captures the beautiful color of lilac. The perfect shade for any room, it will never be able to deliver a dose of soothing relaxation. Make it your own:
Benjamin Moore Spring Lilac 1388 High Gloss If you want to create a statement in your home, here's your inspiration. Designed by Stephen Gambrell for the eclectic Manhattan family, this library is written in Mysterioso Pantone and Rosewood with high glitter for an eye-catching, relaxing space. Color
Inspiration Jewel-Toned This gem-toned room in the apartment covergirl Jessica Stam combines purple, pinks and metallics to create an extravagantly chic living space. A heavily purple room complete with a vintage sofa, 1950s soft armchairs in Donghia Cotton, and an extra custom carpet. Color
Inspiration Pink Purple This Upper West Side apartment is painted in Farrow and Bolla Cinderella Rose, which is a warm alternative to the traditional, cooler lavender color. Designer and owner Kimil Taylor said she wants to create a space that feels delicious and soft. Color Inspiration Dose of Black gives
the depth of this medium purple tone, making it ideal to accent the whimsical period details that feature Victorian architecture. Make it your own: Benjamin Moore's Victorian Purple 1370 Deep Plum This bathroom gives us royal vibes with deep plum paint work and gold detailing. With great natural
sunlight, the darker purple is easily taken off. Color Inspiration Mystery and Intrigue define dark purple. Intense, blackened shade that feels rich and velvety soft, it creates a beautiful backdrop for antique silver, fine crystal and heirloom furniture. Make it your own: Benjamin Moore Dark Purple 2073-10
Purple Veranda While Violet Is Rare Earthy, use this bright hue in fashion designer Lisa Bruce and her husband Nicholas Alves Gega veranda takes on the high street with style. Color Inspiration Capture the breathtaking beauty of exquisite summer hydranges, this deep mid-tone purple inspires far
beyond the limits Do it yourself: Benjamin Moore Hydrangea 1390 Soft-Plum Use a bathroom with loads of natural light, painting the walls in a pastel to enhance the brightness of the space. This master bath reflects the sanctuary as a vibe with mirrored cabinets reflecting purple walls. Color Inspiration
Light purple mid tone with a touch of baby-soft gray, this sweet shade resembles your toddler's first outing on a cold day. Make it your own: Benjamin Moore Baby's Mittens 1368 This content is created and supported by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses.
You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on the piano.io Patrick Kline Purple represents wisdom, royalty, peace, mystery, magic, creativity, loyalty, and ambition, and if we can't be purple, we can at least use it in our homes. Not to mention the fact purple meets at the
intersection of peaceful, soothing blue and bold, passionate red for a beautiful blend. While it may not be the most obvious or popular color in the rainbow when it comes to decorating, it's easily the fun part. But which colors best complement purple? Since decorators know how to incorporate it better than
anyone, we've put together our favorite design numbers with different shades of purple as role models. Keep reading to find out which colors go best with purple to inspire your own interiors. 1 of 15 Black In this modern living room designed by Shapeless Studio, deep mauve walls set an intimate mood.
Black-black accents and a charcoal sofa deepen this atmosphere, while the light pink and cream elements soften things enough. 2 of 15 Orange Theory 101: Opposites attract. This quirky, pattern-packed living room by Anna Spiro Design is all the proof we need. The energetic orange sofa warms the soft
lavender throughout, creating the perfect visual balance. 3 of 15 Baby Blue's Heather Hilliard gave more traditional elements in this hallway, like a elaborate gilded mirror and oak console-playful counterpoint with sky-blue grass cloth wallpaper and a ginger jar grated lamp with grape-tinted pleated
shadows. Beautiful purple lilac flowers are a nice touch too. 4 of Dusty Rose's 15 wavy, rounded iris carpet area is additionally daring to match the pattern with cotton red in this 2LG Studio living room. Soft, dusty-pink painted walls claim a complex background without disturbing the overall sweetness of
the space. 5 of the 15 pastel yellow designs by Catherine M. Ireland, these double beds are topped with pastel purple-green canopies for a spring touch. Canopy toppers offer a slight contrast print, but keep the Easter egg color story consistent. A more noticeable shade, pastel yellow, goes so beautifully
with purple throughout. 6 out of 15 charcoal In this chic, chic kitchen corner Lafferty Design, a mosaic of colorful handmade tiles extends over your head. This makes the niche pop rather than disappear in the corner. And the gray chalk paint brings smoky sophistication, complementing the golden accents
and plum paint. 7 of the 15 Royal Blue This dining room Redmond Aldrich Design is a sublime combination of modern and traditional thanks to a lot of paper-sized pendants and elaborate early century ceiling. We adore the queues of purple balanced by rich yellows on the carpet and bright blue dining
chairs. 8 of the 15 dark brown deep chocolate brown-purple shades in this study developed by Studio DB provide a sense of intimacy and offer drama at the same timeless. The cool blues in the picture bring only a splash of contrast too. 9 of the 15 Cantaloupe swirling lavender motifs make this kitchen,
designed by Erin Martin, romantic and more than touch theatrical, while a warm creamy orange background is in keeping with the farm bones of the space. 10 of the 15 Light Grey This lavender oasis designed by Katie Chapman presents a strong opportunity for monochrome purple jewelry. Key: Stick to
the color story of the muted pastels and use only the right neutral - in this case light gray. 11 of Marigold's 15 not only dark blue paint is a lovely and bold color for this living room by Kate Reed, but its high glossy finish also adds some extra kick. And it doesn't stop there: marigold curtains and a rich orchid
chair promote a jewel-tinted palette too. 12 of the 15 Red Concrete gets a lot of flack in order to make the space feel cold rather than homely, while purple and red together have an unfair reputation resembling a bright Valentine's Day card. But leave it to designer Bryony Fitzgerald to prove all the
unbelievers wrong. Bright abstract art paired with a traditional console table leads to a unique, beautiful combination of old and new, capricious and cheerful. 13 of the 15 Forest Green This bathroom designed by Studio DB has a sexy charm that is achieved by matching an aubergine-purple bathtub with
a metal wallpaper panel that has a sleek panther and is surrounded by wood green painted walls. 14 of the 15 turquoise statement walls or ceilings in a cheerful shade as an amethyst is a great way to keep things fresh and interesting. We like how this ceiling contrasts with the rustic turquoise pieces and
the classic red chairs in this cozy corner. Fifteen of the 15 golden patches of purple in this panel of gold wallpaper are accentuated by a children's pink ceiling and lavender carafe and a set of glasses. Interior design firm Redmond Aldrich then introduced some modern style with spiky modern vases and a
clean lining Cabinet. Office. Office.
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